
 

 

A HISTORY OF CURTIS IN MEXICO; 
A HISTORY INTRINSICALLY LINKED TO THE HISTORY OF MEXICO  

By Antonio M. Prida 
To George Kahale, III,  

a promoter of openness in Mexico. 

                                      
In anticipation of the thirtieth anniversary of the opening of the Mexican office of 
the prestigious law firm Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle this October, this 
is the first in a series of articles detailing the firm’s origins dating back to 1830, 
which perhaps makes it the oldest New York law firm.  In fact, in that year, 
brothers John L. and James L. Graham began their practice at 143 Fulton Street, 
and the firm has been in consistent practice since then.  The Graham family and the 
Curtis family were related, with William E. Curtis being the first of the Curtis 
family to join the firm.  Harris D. Colt joined the firm in 1896, with A. Henry 
Mosle and Severo Mallet-Prevost (of Mexican nationality) joining as partners in 
1897.  In 1925, the firm’s name was updated to what it is called today, and its 
offices were established at 63 Wall Street.  
 
In 1860, Mr. Severo Mallet-Prevost was born into a mining family in Zacatecas, 
which meant that the firm had a close tie with Mexico since its inception.  Just 
before the Mexican Revolution, Mr. Mallet-Prevost was a keynote speaker during 
an official ceremony that took place at the Astor Hotel in New York in 1910 to 
celebrate the first centennial of Mexico’s Independence.  In the first two decades of 
the last century, Manuel Garza Aldape and Rafael Martínez Carrillo, both of 
whom were Mexican and had been Secretaries of State in the Mexican 
Government, joined the firm, with Mr. Garza Aldape based in New York and Mr. 
Martínez Carrillo (acting as the firm’s correspondent) based in Mexico City.  At 
that time, Mr. Garza Aldape was Deputy at the Mexican Congress, and later on the 
Ambassador of Mexico in France. During the 1930s and 1940s, Dudley B. Bonsal 
was a partner of the firm and was invited by Nelson Rockefeller, Coordinator of 
Inter-American Affairs in the U.S. Government, to head the Latin America 
Conference that was held in Mexico City in 1945. At that time, the firm was 
already representing the Mexican Government in two extradition cases before the 
U.S. Supreme Court.  
 
After the Second World War, Edward Hidalgo represented Curtis in Mexico, 
prior to founding the firm Hidalgo, Barrera y Siqueiros and becoming Naval 
Secretary under the administration of President James E. Carter, Jr..  In the 
1960s, Alexander C. Hoagland was sent by Curtis to Mexico City, having 
graduated from Harvard University, in order to study law at the National 
Autonomous University of Mexico so that he could practise in Mexico.  On top of 



 

 

that, Mr. Hoagland had to obtain an injunction (amparo) from the Mexican 
Supreme Court of Justice because under Mexican law (Ley General de 
Profesiones) it was not possible for those without Mexican nationality to practise 
law in the country, in violation of the Constitution.  He was one of the first lawyers 
in Mexico of foreign nationality to be admitted as a member of the Mexican Bar 
Association, which always made him very proud.  Upon arrival in Mexico, Mr. 
Hoagland was welcomed into the firm of Noriega y Escobedo and subsequently 
worked with various Mexican lawyers, including, in turn, Manuel García Barragán, 
former rector of the Escuela Libre de Derecho, Fauzi Hamdan, Miguel Jáuregui 
and Michell Nader, all of whom were also partners of the New York firm.  
 
At that time, Curtis already had important clients on its roster, such as Campbell 
Coup Company, The American British Cowdray Hospital, Bank of America, Philip 
Morris and Walt Disney Company.  Also in those years, with the help of Mr. 
Manuel Angulo, a partner in New York of Cuban origin, the firm established 
relations with high ranking officials of the Mexican Government, including Mr. 
Antonio Carrillo Flores, who engaged the firm both in his capacity as Secretary 
of Foreign Affairs, as well as in his capacity as the Mexican Ambassador for the 
U.S. and Secretary of the Treasury.  Curtis successfully represented Bancomer in 
litigation in the U.S. related to the conversion of deposits from U.S. Dollars into 
“Mexdollars” after the bank’s nationalization in 1982, given that Mr. Carrillo 
Flores had a management role in the bank.  
 
In the early 1990s, at a time when negotiations on the Free Trade Agreement 
between Mexico, the U.S. and Canada were just beginning, the firm’s visionary 
Managing Partner, George Kahale III, had the idea of formally opening a Curtis 
office in Mexico City after 160 years.  Thus, on October 24, 1991 my Mexican 
colleague, Ricardo J. Diez Hidalgo, and I formed a civil partnership (sociedad 
civil) to handle Mexican law matters for Curtis’ clients, in parallel with opening a 
branch office of the firm in Mexico City to handle foreign and international law 
matters too.  This novel – and disruptive –business structure aimed to provide 
comprehensive global legal services to Curtis’ clients in the Spanish language and 
in the territory of Mexico.   
 
My subsequent articles will address Curtis’ more recent history in Mexico, in 
which I had the pleasure of being involved.   
 
 


